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Abstract 
Jiang, B., Commutativity and Wecken properties for fixed points on surfaces and 3-manifolds, 
Topology and its Application 53 (1993) 221-228. 
For a pair of maps (p:M+P and (L:P + M between compact surfaces, the minimum number 
of fiied points in the homotopy class of cp 0 $ may differ from that of (1, 0 cp. We give a sufficient 
condition for them to be the same, improving a recent result of M.R. Kelly. It is then applied to 
show that for every surface of negative Euler characteristic, the difference between the minimum 
number of fixed points and the Nielsen number can be arbitrarily large. The corresponding 
question for boundary-preserving self-maps of orientable 3-manifolds is also discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
A basic problem in fixed point theory is to find the minimum number of fixed 
points for a homotopy class of maps. That is, given a map f : X + X of a connected 
compact polyhedron X into itself, to find MF[f] := Min(#Fix g 1 g -f : X+X}, 
where Fix g denotes the set of fixed points of g. For manifolds of dimension 
n # 2, MF[f] is equal to the Nielsen number N(f) of f, as first proved by Wecken 
[ll, III]. The Nielsen number has the commutativity property: if cp : X+ Y and 
$ : Y-+X are maps between connected compact polyhedra, then N($o cp) = 
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N(cp 0 $1 (see e.g. [5, p. 201). Hence if cp and $ are maps between n-manifolds, 
II # 2, we have the commutativity property MF[rC, 0 cp] = MF[cp 0 II,] for the invariant 
MF[f 1. 
For surfaces, MF[ f 1 is no longer equal to NC f) in general, so it has become an 
object of study. The above commutativity property for MF[ f 1 also breaks down for 
surface maps, see Example 1 below and [S, Example 1.21. The first purpose of this 
paper is to prove the following restricted version of the commutativity property: 
Theorem 1. Let cp : M + P and i : P + M be maps between compact surfaces (closed 
or with boundary), where i : P + M is an embedding that induces an injective 
homomorphism i * : r,(P) -+rr,(M). Let f:=ioq:M+M and f:=cpoi:P+P, 
then 
MF[f]=MF[f]. 
This kind of result first appeared in [8, Theorem 1.11 under the assumption that 
M has a boundary and that the embedding i induces a monomorphism on the 
l-dimensional homology group. For surface embeddings, Hi-injectivity is known to 
imply r,-injectivity. But the converse is not true, as shown by Example 2. Thus 
even in the case where M has a boundary, our Theorem 1 is an improvement. Its 
proof, adapted from [6, II, 941, is short and elementary, in contrast to the 
geometric arguments of [8]. 
As an application of Theorem 1, we discuss the difference MF[ f ] - N( f ). In 
[2], a compact connected manifold M is said to be Wecken if MF[ f ] = N(f) for all 
maps f : M + M and totally non- Wecken if the difference MF[ f ] - N(f) is un- 
bounded for self-maps f on M. For surfaces it is known 161 that M is Wecken if 
and only if its Euler characteristic is nonnegative. 
Theorem 2. Suppose M is a compact surface with Euler characteristic x(M) < 0. 
Then there is a sequence of maps {f,,),, , 0 : M + M such that MF[ f,,] - N( f,,) + cc. 
Hence, compact surfaces are either Wecken or totally non-Wecken. 
This result is to be expected since Zhang [12] showed that multi-punctured disks 
(i.e., disks with more than one hole) are totally non-Wecken. Kelly [9, Theorem 
1.11 was able to prove it for surfaces with nonempty boundary. Our proof works for 
all surfaces with X < 0. Theorem 1 is used to reduce the problem to the pants (i.e., 
the twice punctured disk). 
The peculiar fixed point behavior of surface maps also affects the boundary-pre- 
serving maps of 3-dimensional manifolds. For a map f : X, A +X, A of a compact 
polyhedral pair, define the minimum number MF[ f ; X, A] := Min{#Fix g I g = 
f:X, A-X, A}. S h’ c irmer [lo] introduced the relative Nielsen number NC f ; X, 
A) which is a lower bound for MF[ f ; X, A]. When M is a compact manifold with 
nonempty boundary aM and f : M, aM + M, aM is a boundary-preserving map, we 
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shall simply write MF,[fl := MF[f ; M, &Ml and N&f) := N(f; M, U4). Schirmer 
[lo] proved that for manifolds of dimension n > 4, MF,[ f] = N$f>. 
In [2], a compact connected manifold M with nonempty boundary is said to be 
boundary- Wecken if MF,[ f ] = Na(f> f or all boundary-preserving maps f : M, M4 -+ 
M, &I4 and totally nonboundary-Wecken if the difference MF,[f] -N&f) is un- 
bounded for boundary-preserving self-maps f on M. Interesting results concerning 
the boundary-Wecken property of surfaces have been obtained in [2,9]. As another 
application of Theorem 1, we obtain the following result concerning 3-manifolds. 
Theorem 3. Suppose W is a compact orientable 3-manifold that has a component A4 
of the boundary aW with Euler characteristic x(M) < 0. Then there is a sequence of 
maps Ig,}, , 0 : W, aW + W, aW such that MF,[g,l - N,(g,) + 00. 
Hence, a compact orientable 3-manifold W with boundary is boundary-Wecken if 
and only if all its boundary components are Wecken (i.e., all have x > 0); otherwise it 
is totally nonboundary- Wecken . 
It would be interesting to know if the same conclusion holds also for nonori- 
entable 3-manifolds. One would expect that any 3-manifold is boundary-Wecken if 
and only if all its boundary components are Wecken. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
We shall write aM for the boundary of a surface M, and M” = M\aM for the 
interior. Up to an isotopy of the embedding i we may assume that the image i(P) 
is a subpolyhedron of M lying in M”. We also assume that the embedding i is base 
point preserving so we shall omit the base point in our notation. By a homotopy of 
a map g : X--f Y we mean a continuous family of maps {gt]r,I : X+ Y with 
g,=g. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The inequality MF[ f 1~ MF[fl is easy. Suppose {ft} is an 
arbitrary homotopy of f : P -+ P. Since cp : M + P is an extension of f 0 i-’ : i(P) 
- P to M, by the homotopy extension property of the polyhedral pair (M, i(P)) 
there exists a homotopy Iv,] of cp: A4 + P extending (f, 0 i- ‘) to M. Then (f,} := 
{i 0 cp,) is a homotopy of f : M + M. We have a commutative diagram 
i(P) incl. 
j ;,l’ ; 
?l 
P-----,P= P. 
Hence i sends Fix f, homeomorphically onto Fix f,. This proves the inequality. 
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To prove the other inequality MF[fl 2 MF[ f 1, let {f,] be an arbitrary homotopy 
of f : A4 + M. It suffices to construct a homotopy {f,} of f : P + P such that f, and 
f, have the same number of fixed points. 
(A) By attaching a collar to 3M if ?JM # @, we can assume lJ, E, f,(M) CM”. 
More explicitly, we may replace M with MC := MU,, (aM x I), and replace {f,] 
with {f,“} := {i” 0 f, 0 T’], where i” : M + MC is the inclusion, rc : MC + A4 is the 
retraction. Then f” :=fg still satisfies our assumption, and Fix f,” = Fix f,, while 
lJ, ~ I f,“(M’) are now in the interior of MC. 
(B) Let p : A? --f M be the covering space of M such that i*rl(P) =p,~~(Ah 
Then the embedding i : P + M” can be lifted to an embedding i’ : P + A? which 
induces an isomorphism of the fundamental group. 
Themapf=iocp:M+M”liftstothemap f’:=i’ocp:M--+Il;j”.Bythehomo- 
topy lifting property of covering spaces, the homotopy {f,} : M + M” of f can be 
lifted to a homotopy If,‘} : M + i@ of f ‘. Then {f;} := {f,’ 0 p} : A? - I@ is a lifting 
of If,), i.e., P 0 f; =f, 0 P. 
(C) It is well known that an open surface with finitely generated fundamental 
group is the interior of a compact surface (see [l, §44D]). So i@ can be regarded 
as the interior of some compact surface 0, and the inclusion P := i’(P) c 0 
induces an isomorphism on the fundamental group. But this can happen only if @ 
is obtained from P by attaching a collar to aP. Thus I@ can be regarded as 
P’ u,p t$ x [0, l), where [O, 1) stands for the half-open unit interval. 
(D) Define the height function h : it@ + [0, 1) to be 0 on P and to be the 
projection onto the second factor on aP X [O, 1). For t E I, let m(t) be the 
maximum height on the compact subset f;(G) = f,‘(M) c ll;I”. Clearly m : I + [O, 1) 
is continuous. Let {j,}, t I : P + I’@ be a continuous family of embeddings such that 
j, is the inclusion and j,(P) = P’U,p t@ X [0, m(t)]. Then we have j,(P) 3f;<fi> for 
all t. 
(E) Define a homotopy {f,] : P + P by 
ft(~)=ir-lojtl.f;.jrOi’(X). 
It is well defined because of the properties of (j,). We have 
f0 = i’-’ 0 f;, 0 i’ = i’-’ 0 (i’ 0 cp 0 p) 0 i’ = cp 0 i =f. 
So {f,} is a homotopy of f. We have a commutative diagram 




,L 1 f, 
i’ Jt P 
P-F-a-M. 
Now j, 0 i’ maps Fix f, homeomorphically onto Fix f; because j, 0 i’(P) 3 
f;<$>, and p maps Fix f; homeomorphically onto Fix f, because f; factors 
through M via f,‘. Hence f, and f, have the same number of fixed points, as 
desired. q 
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Example 1. Let A be the annulus and P be the pants. In [6, II, $31 we constructed 
a map 4: S’ + P such that for any map 4 : P + S1 we have MF[+ 0 I&]> 0. Let 
m = 1 in the choice of +!J so that the Lefschetz number L(+ 0 I)) = 0. Regard the 
annulus A as a fattened S’ and naturally modify the maps into 4 : A + P and 
$ : P +A by composing the old ones with the retraction A + S’ and the inclusion 
S’ +A respectively. Then MF[ 4 0 $1 > 0 but on the annulus MF[cC, 0 $I= 
N($o 4) = 0. 
In this example 4* : TJA) + TJP) is injective and 4 can be made an immer- 
sion. This shows the importance of the embedding assumption in Theorem 1, the 
rr,-injectivity assumption alone is not sufficient. Of course the embedding assump- 
tion by itself is also inadequate, as shown by [8, Example 1.21. 
Example 2. The r,-injectivity assumption in Theorem 1 is weaker than the 
Hi-injectivity condition of [8]: Let M be the punctured torus and let A be an 
annulus around the puncture. Then for the homomorphisms induced by the 
inclusion, i * : r,(A) + r,(M) is injective but i * : H,(A) + H,(M) is zero. More 
interesting examples can be built on this one. For example M can be the twice 
punctured torus and P can be the pants around the punctures. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2 
In this section P always stands for the pants, that is, it is the sphere with three 
holes. Choose an orientation of P and let its boundary curves C,, C, and C, be 
oriented accordingly. When a map I) : P + S1 is given, let d, be the degree of the 
restriction * I C, : C, + S’, k = 0, 1, 2; the degrees satisfy the equality d, + d, + d, 
= 0. By switching the labels of the curves and changing the orientation of P if 
necessary, we can always assume d, a d, 2 0. When P is presented in the plane as 
a disk with two holes, we draw C, as the counterclockwise outer boundary and C, 
and C, as the clockwise inner boundaries. Choose a base point in the interior P”. 
Let pi, p2 be two simple closed curves in P”, enclosing C, and C, respectively, 
and meeting at the base point to form a figure “8”. Orient them clockwise. The 
loops pi, p2 form a free basis of the fundamental group r,(P). 
Proof of Theorem 2. (A) Observe that since x(M) < 0, every component of &V is a 
boundary curve of some r,-injective pants P in M. We claim that if C is a 2-sided 
simple closed curve in M” such that r,(C) injects into ri(M), then C is also a 
boundary curve of some r,-injective pants P in M. 
To see this, cut A4 along C to obtain a surface M’ with ~(44’) =x(M) < 0. 
There are two possibilities. (1) M’ is connected. Since C is 2-sided in M (with 
regular neighborhood an annulus rather than a Mobius band), M is obtained from 
M’ by gluing together two components C;, C; of &V’. Such a gluing always 
induces a monomorphism ri(M’) + r,(M). Now C; as a component of XV is a 
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boundary curve of a a,-injective P in M’. By pushing it away from C; if necessary, 
we can assume P does not intersect C;. This P, when regarded as embedded in 
M, is thus r,-injective and has C as a boundary curve, as required. (2) M’ has two 
pieces Mi’ and M;, without loss we may assume x(Mi’) < 0. M is now obtained 
from Mi’ by pasting M; to it along closed curves C; c aMi’ and C; c LM~. The 
attached M; is not a disk because ri(C) injects into r,(M). Hence rr,(Mi’) injects 
into 7~i(M). In Mi’ we can find a r,-injective P with C; as a boundary curve, so it 
is r,-injective in M as well. Our claim is proved. 
(B) It is clear that there always exists a map (cr : M + S’ such that its restriction 
to some simple closed curve C in M” has nonzero degree. Thus I,!J IC induces a 
monomorphism r,(C) * r,(S1), so r,(C) injects into r,(M). We can assume that 
C is 2-sided in M, because otherwise we can replace it by the boundary C’ of its 
regular neighborhood (a Mobius band) which is certainly 2-sided. Hence, it follows 
from (A) that we can find embedded pants P in M such that the inclusion 
i : P + M induces a monomorphism of the fundamental group, and the degrees d, 
of $0 i I C, satisfy d, > 0 and d, a 0. 
(Cl Now choose a sequence 
w, := (pip*p;lp;l)“, iz > 1 
in ~T,(P>. Let (6,: S’ + P be a map representing w,. 
Define f, := i 0 4,~ +!I : M + M and f,, := +,,o +!J 0i : P + P. Let f,’ := 
* 0 i 0 C#B, : S’ + S’. 
By the commutativity property of the Nielsen number, N( f,> = N(fJ = N( f$. 
It is clear that f,,’ has degree 0. Hence N(f,) = 1. 
(D) Theorem 1 tells us MF[ f,] = MF[f,J The map f, : P -+ P induces 
To estimate MF[f,J, there are two different approaches available. We can use the 
more algebraic technique of [12] to prove that MF[f,l > (d, + d,h - 1. Or we 
may apply the algorithm of [71 to get MF[f,J = 2(d, + d,)n - 1. Therefore MF[ f,l 
-N(f,)=MF[fJ-l-tcowhen n-+co. 0 
It is interesting to note that in a surface M with x(M) = - 1 (other than P 
itself) it is impossible to find an Hi-injective embedding of P. It is the weaker 
r,-injectivity assumption of Theorem 1 that enables us to give a unified proof for 
all surfaces of interest. 
4. Proof of Theorem 3 
In this section, W is always a compact 3-manifold with boundary. We keep the 
notational convention in Section 3 concerning the pants P. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. It is easy to see that if all boundary components of W are 
Wecken, then W is boundary-Wecken [lo, Theorem 6.21. So the second conclusion 
of the theorem follows from the first. 
For the proof of the former, we shall construct the required sequence of maps 
{gllln>lJ : W, aW + W, aW with the additional property that g,( WI CM. 
(A) The inclusion j : A4 + W induces a nontrivial homomorphism j* # 
0: H’(W) + H’(M) on the integral cohomology. Hence there exists h E H’(W) 
such that j*(h) f 0. 
To see this, first consider the case where aW is connected, i.e., M = 3W. 
Suppose to the contrary j * = 0 : H’(W) + H’(i3W). Then from the exact sequence 
of the reduced cohomology 
H’(3W) L H’(W) - H’( W, 3W) - f?O(aw) 
we see H’(W, aW> z H’(W). On the other hand, since W is orientable, by the 
Lefschetz duality theorem we know H’(W, aW) = H,(W). Thus, the Betti numbers 
&,(W> = 1, p,(W) =&(W) and p&W> = 0. So x(W) = 1 and ,y(aW) = 2x(W) = 2, 
contradicting our hypothesis on x(M). 
Now consider the case where there are components of ?JW other than M. By 
gluing a handlebody (or a 3-disk) to W along each such component, we obtain a 
larger orientable 3-manifold W’ with aW ’ = M. The inclusion j’ : A4 + W ’ factors 
through j. From the previous case we see jr* # 0: H ‘(W’) + H’(M), hence 
j* # 0: H’(W) + H’(M). 
(B) Homotopy theory tells us (cf. [4, §11.7]) that there is a bijection between 
H’(W) and the set [ W, S’] of homotopy classes of maps W + S’. An element 
a E H’(W) corresponds to the homotopy class of a map cr : W + S’ if and only if 
for every oriented simple closed curve C in W, the value of a on C equals the 
degree of the restriction (Y ( C : C + S’. So the cohomology class h E H ‘( W > in (A) 
provides us a map 8 : W + S’ whose restriction on some simple closed curve C in 
M has nonzero degree. 
(C) As in (B) in Section 3, by virtue of (A) in Section 3 we can find a 
rr,-injective embedding i of P into M such that the degrees d, of 0 0 i 1 C, satisfy 
d, > 0 and d, a 0. 
(D) Let $, : S’ + P be as in (C) in Section 3. We obtain a cyclic diagram of 
maps: 
4” 







f,:=4,o@ojoi: P+P.Let f~:=8~j~i~t$,:S’+S’. 
It is easy to see from the definition of N&g”) that N&g,) = N(f,). By the 
commutativity property of the Nielsen number, N( f,> = N( f,‘> = 1, because f, has 
degree 0. Hence N&g,) = 1. 
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(E) We claim that MF,[g,J = MF[f,]. Indeed, the inequality MF,[ g,] 2 MF[f,J 
is obvious. To see that MF,[g,J G MF[f,l, suppose {h,) : M + A4 is a homotopy of 
f,. By the homotopy extension property of the pair (IV, M), {h,) extends to a 
homotopy {hi) : W + M of the map i 0 4, 0 0. Now {k, := j 0 hi} : W, aW -+ W, aW is 
a homotopy of g, which coincides with {h,} on M. Since the image of k, is entirely 
in M, it has the same fixed points as h,. 
(F) Exactly as in (D) in Section 3, we have MF[f,J = MF[f,J a Cd, + d,)n - 1. 
Thus MF,[g,]-N~(g,)=MF[f,]-l-,wwhen n-03. 0 
It is an open question whether this theorem holds also for nonorientable 
3-manifolds. The orientability is essential in step (A) of the above proof. 
If the nonorientable W satisfies the condition j* # 0: H’(W) +H’(M) (to 
bypass step (A)), then the above construction still works. This condition has several 
equivalent forms. One is that some homotopically nontrivial map M + S’ can be 
extended to a map W + S’. Another form is that some simple closed curve C in M 
represents a nontorsion element in H,(W). However, this homological condition is 
not always satisfied. See [3, pp. 64-651 for counterexamples. 
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